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B Y: A F R I R E KS A B O P D U A N A

Center for Unconventional Resources Energy
(CURE) – Inha University
Every single time, our species chews its way through more than million terajoules of
energy. That’s roughly equivalent if we would use if all 7.5 billion of us boiled 50 kettles
of water an hour around the clock. With the global population swelling and industrialization on the rise in developing countries, the hunger of energy has reached unremarkable level. More than half of the energy needs comes from fossil energy which is
extracted deep within the earth crust.
Since it was first commercially drilled in the middle of 18th century, we already sucked
up hundred million tones of oil to drive our cars, fuel our power station, and heat our
homes. That number increases every year. Oil and gas resources are divided by its
how to produce, conventional resources, which have small volumes and are easy to
produce, and unconventional resources, which have large volumes and are difficult
to produce.
Hello there! I am Afrireksa Bop Duana. Please, allow me to introduce what we do at
Center for Unconventional Resources Energy (CURE). Petroleum engineering is our
4

major in Energy Resources Engineering Department. Unlike to
other petroleum engineering department, we are focusing on
unconventional energy resources. To produce oil and gas from
unconventional energy resources, it is needed some special
techniques because of its difference with conventional ones. To
study unconventional resources energy, we also need a basic
concept of petroleum engineering itself.
There are 2 major unconventional energy resources: oil sands or
extra heavy oil deposits, which is a high-viscous oil that needs
heat to flow, and shale gas or shale oil, which has low
permeability that needs fractured rock to flow. These 2 resources
can be found mostly in Canada, North America, Venezuela, and
Argentina. Besides unconventional energy resources, our lab also
works with carbon capture storage, which is a new technology
that injects carbon dioxide back to earth crust as a storage for
improving oil production. This happens because of the high
carbon dioxide emission that harmful for the environment. This
technology has been done also in Korea, at Pohang basin.
Our lab is leaded by Professor Hyundon Shin, graduated from
Seoul National University with a BSc and MSc degree in Applied
Geology, and received his PhD degree at University of Alberta,
Canada. Right now, we are 1 PhD student, 1 master student, and
2 integrated PhD students in our offices (2N263A and hi-tech
building), working on diverse aspect of unconventional energy
resources (oil sands and shale gas) and carbon capture storage
technology.

Reservoir characteristics
Production data analysis
Recovery enhancement technology
Unconventional energy resources (oil sands and shale gas)
Carbon capture storage technology

Steam-Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD)
Steam flooding
Cyclic steam stimulation (CSS)
Vapor Extraction (VAPEX)
In-Situ Combustion (ISC)
Hydraulic fracturing
Horizontal drilling technology
Gas decline curve analysis

OIL RESERVOIR MODEL

Carbon Capture Storage (CCS)
Carbon Capture Utilization and Storage (CCUS)
CO2 Enhance Oil Recovery (CO2 EOR)
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INHA UNIVERSITY

INHA UNIVERSITY CHINESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (IUCSA) was approved by
the Education Office of the Embassy of the People's Republic of China in the
Republic of Korea. It is a social organization voluntarily established by
Chinese students at Inha University in Korea.
On December 21, 2019，IUCSA held the 4th Inha University "We Are Together"
Ceremony for Chinese scholars at Inha University. That day the students
participated on acting, photography, lighting division, field control, props
group, make-up and others. After nearly two months of hard preparation and
rehearsal, the Chinese students' evening party, planned and prepared by the
association members themselves, finally was presented.
Moving songs, great dancing performances, that moment was like a
paradise for international students who mutually cherished and experienced
an unforgettable night. Singing was an essential part of the party. Students
prepared solo, duet, and rap performances this year. After the dancing and
singing, there was a whole new show: a Talk Show brought by IUCSA
President.

You can contact IUCSA through the following channels:
- Sina Weibo – Inha University Chinese Students
Association （仁荷大学学人学者联谊会).
- WeChat Official Accounts – IUCSA (仁荷学联).
- Reproduced in: WeChat Official Accounts-IUCSA (仁荷学联)

DISCOVERY COUNTRY

the Orient Seas
The Pearl of

By: Lloyds Corazon Guadilla

The Philippines is often called the ‘Pearl of the Orient Seas’, known for its natural beauty and rich
biodiversity. Having more than 7,641 islands, you will find amazing beaches, scenic mountains,
rainforests, heritage villages, and more hidden paradise for you to explore.
The Philippines is the most jolliest country among Asia, because even it’s the center of many
typhoons and disasters, we were never shaken! Depressed? Yes, but temporary because most of
us are God fearing people. In fact, it is the only country that consist of more than 80% Christians.
Filipinos smile when they are happy and they will smile even when they are sad due to calamities
& hardships. We have the saying “After the rain, there will be rainbows”, if you’re sad for sure you’ll
be able to smile again. If you will visit this country, I’m sure you will be able to smile too

.
Smile: see miracles in life everyday

Filipinos are very kind and welcoming especially to foreigners. You won’t have a problem with
communication either since most Filipinos speak English. Not only that, we have a vast array of
food. Wherein: “Only in the Philippines you can find people who have Spanish names, speaks
English, celebrate Austronesian culture and cook Chinese, Indian, Korean and etc” is an accurate
description of the country. Being in an Asian continent, Filipinos can’t also eat without rice. In
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fact, Philippines is one of the top 10 producers of rice
in the world and also the world’s second largest producer of coconuts. If you love rice and coconut delicacies like “Buko pies”, a MUST try!, I’m sure you won’t
regret visiting.

Philippine Flag

The National Flag of the Philippines consists on the
colors of royalty. Blue symbolizes peace, truth, &
justice; crimson red stands for patriotism & valor; while
the white-equilateral triangle means liberty, equality &
fraternity. In the center of the triangle there is a golden-yellow sun with eight primary rays, each of which
represents a Philippine province that were significant
during the Philippine Revolution: Manila, Bulacan,
Cavite, Pampanga, Tarlac, Laguna, Batangas and
Nueva Ecija. At each vertex of the triangle there is a
golden-yellow star, each of which represents the
country's three main island groups namely Luzon,
Visayas and Mindanao. A unique feature of this flag is
that can be reversed indicating a state of war when it
is displayed with the red side on top.

Filipinas

The Philippines is not only proud of its natural scenic
views but we are also pride of Filipina beauties. Spain
(1565-1898) and the United States (1898-1946), colonized the country and have been the most significant
influences on the Philippine culture and love for
beauty pageants. Many women from all over the
Philippines train every year with one common goal:
becoming a queen and make it to the national finals,
and having the chance to represent the country in
international competitions.

My Hometown

Baguio City is better known as the "Summer Capital of
the Philippines” since its lying at 1,540 m (5,050 ft) in
the Cordilleras. Its climate is quite cooler than the rest
of Luzon, making this as an escape for many to get
away from the heat. The temperature ranges from
14-26 °C in 2019. The city is also called “City of Pines”
because it’s famous for its abundant tropical pine
trees, which serves as one of the tourist attractions.
The city is best visited during the dry season, between
November and April, when rainfall is at its lowest. You
can easily visit other places in Benguet because
Baguio City is the center of the transportation in the
region.
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DISCOVERY COUNTRY
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How Well Do
You Know Thailand?
S awasdee Kha ever yone, สวั ส ดี pronounced [sà.wàt.di], is a Thai greeting word together
with a slight bow and the palms pressed together in a prayer-like fashion. This verbal
greeting is followed by “kha” or “khrap” when spoken by female and male person,
respectively.
Thailand, officially the Kingdom of Thailand is a countr y in center of S outheast Asia
with both extensive Pacific coasts (Gulf of Thailand) and Indian Ocean (Andaman S ea).
Thailand shares borders with Myanmar to northwest, Laos to the northeast, Cambodia to
the southeast, and Malaysia to the south. Thailand occupies area 514,000 sq. with over
6 4.1 million populations. Thai is the sole official and national language. It is a tonal
language with different dialect. Its script was created in 1283 by King Ramkhamhaeng
the Great of the Sukhothai Kingdom. “Thai” is also referring to call Thailand citizens; in
Thai language it means “human being”. Thailand- the land of smiles, this is a virtual
10

guide to “Muang Thai”
- of ten translated as the
“Land of Free”. Thai people agree with
this meaning since Siam, former name of
Thailand, was never brought under European colonial
domination. Independence Siam was rules by an absolutely
monarchy until revolution in 1932, Siam became a constitutional monarchy
and changed its official name to "Thailand". Bangkok is capital of Thailand, known as
“Krung Thep” among Thai people. Thai currency is Baht, 1 dollar about 29~30 baht, with
this price you can buy a meal.

T h a i l a n d - Tro p i c a l Pa ra d i s e o n E a r t h
Thailand is one of the world’s top tourist destination. Author highly recommend
visiting there once in your life. Friendly and food-obsessed, hedonistic, and historic,
cultured, and curious, Thailand tempts visitors with a smile as golden as the countr y's
glittering temples and tropical beaches. Bangkok, the cit y itself is a true tourist paradise,
proved by the flowing number of travelers. A Thailand vacation can mean several things,
it can mean taking to the bustling streets of Bangkok, where you can enjoy with Thai
delicious street food and tropical fruits, visiting the most stunning temples and grand
palace, getting a Thai massage, taking a Thai cuisine class, shopping either the local
markets (e.g., Chatuchak Weekend Market, Talad Rot Fai Srinakarin Night Market, Floating
markets ) or shopping luxur y malls ( Iconsiam, Siam paragon, Terminal 21 Asoke, Central
world, Central Embassy and etc.,), sailing down the Chao Phraya River, spend nightlife in
Khaosan road or just interacting with incredibly friendly people.
If you have enough time, visit the northern of Thailand is also optional. There are
many attraction spot cities in Northern of Thailand, Chaingmai is the most popular for
tourist. Countless activities in Northern are waiting you to explore for example, visiting
elephant sanctuaries, hiking to waterfalls in the jungle, temple touring (e.g., Wat Phra That
Doi Suthep in, White Temple), visiting handicraf t village, enjoy with special northern dishes
such as Khao S oi or Khanom jeen nam ngiao and making experience with tea planation.
Apart from Northern going down to S outhern, Thailand has undoubtedly among the best
beach destinations in the world. The definition is “tropical paradise”, their sof t white
sands, clear and calm seas, scuba driving, nodding palms and cooling sea breezes, are on
almost ever yone’s bucket lists. In addition, there is something for ever y interest and ever y
price bracket, from beach front backpacker bungalows to some of the best luxur y hotels
in the world. Thailand travel can include hitting a Full Moon Part y also. Check out the list
below for the absolute top three must-see shorelines in the Land of Smile. However, I has
no idea how to describes all of the things that you must to do in Thailand within a few of
pages,
so
if
you
need
more
information
to
travel
please
visit:
https://www.tourismthailand.org. Lastly, this “Land of Free” welcome to ever yone, we are
proud that LGBT visitors can stay anywhere in Thailand with a complete peace of mind.
Our kingdom is open to ever y shade under the rainbow.
BY: S A KU L R AT M A N K H O N G

Ambassador Talk
My Experience as Inha
International Ambassador

I am Rupesh Kandel, from Nepal, and I am currently studying my 6th semester
of Doctoral degree in Chemistry and Chemical Engineering at Inha University.
It’s a great privilege for me to write about my experience as Inha
International Ambassador for the first time. I would like to mesmerize the day
when I was facing an interview for Inha Ambassadorship. I had great zeal to
be appointed at any cost. I had lots of experiences related to social work
before, so it obviously pushed me to participate this opportunity.
To begin, I really want to thank to Graduate School for creating this network
inside campus and providing with many benefits to ambassadors. Firstly, one
important point I would like to mention is that, with this ambassadorship, I felt
I am also part of the administrative members of Inha Graduate School. For
that reason, I am confident to mention any academic or general problems to
Mrs. Yejin at Graduate School Office. Thus, an easier accessibility and a
higher feeling of responsibility toward the university is felt.
Secondly, I have the opportunity to expand my network. During the
Ambassadorship, I have made many friends from different countries and
gotten the opportunity to know and share our culture, history, and heritage,
and the time that I explore mine. I feel very comfortable talking to them

because our communication language is English. Through Ambassadorship, I
have the chance to meet new people and communicate without any worry
regarding language barriers.
Thirdly, how would you feel if you get some incentive for doing social work?
When applying, I did not know I was going to receive a monetary bonus for it.
I thought I will only participate for my own satisfaction as social worker.
However, since I started, I got some small payment for my work and the
opportunity to enjoy a variety of Korean food after every official and amical
meeting in different restaurants. Similarly, every semester the Graduate
School organized a field trip for foreign students at the university so we get a
great opportunity to visit many places inside Korea without cost. An
interesting aspect is that every foreign
student gets this right to participate on
the field trips, but as Ambassadors we
get priority when applying.
The main job I have done during my
tenure is checking the applicants’ forms
during the application period and
assisting them for apply to Inha
University. I also promote our university
on my home country through SNS like
facebook, instagram, email etc. The
most memorable thing was when each
of us made one promotional video for
Inha University, which we can watch in
YouTube. I am sure that video will
always recalling me about my precious
college life. Finally, I would like to
express my gratitude to Mrs. Yejin,
coordinator of Graduate School, who
has supported me during my studies.
Last but not least, I would
like to thank to all
ambassador friends who
have been doing their
best and enjoying our
time at Inha despite our
busy schedule. All of them
I will keep you all in my
heart forever.

By: Rupesh Kandel
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A T T R A C T I O N S

Incheon
BY: JULLIANNY BATRES

When talking about Incheon, the
first thing that comes to our mind
maybe is the International Airport.
But, did you know that Incheon is
more than just the airport? It is
even bigger than the capital
which is Seoul. Incheon has a
variety of places to discover, and
during your studies at Inha
University, you can manage and
have spare time to take rides and
visit natural spots and cultural
events that you can find in this
city.
For making Incheon a more
attractive and accessible city for
tourism, it counts with three lines
of Tour Buses, which takes all
around, from huge market places,
cultural and traditional places,
brand-new
spots
and
the
beautiful seaside of Incheon.
The Incheon City Tour Bus has
three different lines: Harbor Line,
City Line and Ocean Line, and it
works from 10am to 6pm from
Tuesday to Sunday. You can take
it and the tickets only costs
10,000KRW which you can buy at
Songdo and Incheon Station

+ S O N G D O C E N T RA L PA R K
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Tourist Information, with the possibility to transfer from
one to other line within the day. With this program, you
can get off the bus in any of the stations, hang around
the area, and get in back to the next stop you want to
visit.
The advantage of taking this bus is that they were able
to facilitate and find the most outstanding spots of the
city within one ride. Also, language is not a problem
since the brochures and some of the information of the
places is in English and Korean which makes the tour
easier.
Looking deeper into the Ocean Line, the city tour will be
starting with Songdo Central Park, a very famous park
in Songdo area, known for its beautiful nature and
contrasting high buildings. After going through Songdo,
the next tour will be heading to Incheon International
Airport, located at Yeongjong Island, which is a
combination of Yongyu, Sammok and Sinbul islands by
crossing through the stunning Incheon Bridge. At
Yeongjong Island, the tour goes through Incheon
International Airport T1 and T2, Paradise City and Inha
International Medical Center, and of course it will be
stopping to two of the most visited beaches in the
Island: Euwangnli and Wansan, which are very
popular because of its beautiful sunsets and
peaceful environment.
Incheon City Tour Buses are not the only options to
hang out around the city, there are also other
opportunities to look around Incheon and enjoy the
culture and history of this city. Incheon also has eco
tours to Cheongna city, healing and history tours to
Ganghwa Island, medical tours, and sunset & night
tours, all for national and international tourists like
us to know more about Incheon City.
P HOTO:

PA RA D I S E C I T Y +

H T T PS : / / W W W . I N STAG R A M . C O M / J U L L I B A H /

INCHEON +
I N T E R N AT I O N A L
AIRPORT T2

+ WA N G S A N B E AC H
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Alumni Talk
BY:

WA N G

Y UA N

In recent years, more foreign students are coming to Inha University to study and pursue their career
degree. I interviewed Professor Li Shunnv, who is one of the graduate students that came from China.
After graduating from Inha University, she became a professor and served as the Associate Dean of
the College of Education in Tonghua Normal University since December 2019.
I quote: “My name is Li Shunnv and I graduated from the Department of Korean Language Education.
Although it was not the first time I came to Korea, my passion for seeking knowledge drove me to
continue my studies. I obtained my undergraduate and master degree in China. With my master
degree in Korean Language Education, I was able to teach Korean at Tonghua Normal University. In
the course of work, I felt deeply inadequate in understanding Korean language in theory, so I decided
to come to Inha University in Korea to pursue my Ph.D degree at the Department of Korean Language
Education. However, it was not easy to study alone in a country that I was not familiar with. Luckily, I
was able to adapt when I joined a big warm family. To my professor who was not only very kind but
also was there to guide us in our studies and who truly cared about our lives. My classmates were also
very good to me and with them I was able to have a good life during my Ph.D study and I want to
thank them for this.
When I graduated on August 2019 I felt like the three and a half years of studying was not too long. I
also remembered the weather was exceptionally good that day. My family and friends came to
attend my graduation ceremony to congratulate me in achieving my PhD degree. The moment I got
my PhD certificate, I was even more convinced that as long as I have goals, my efforts would be
rewarded.
Although I have returned home after graduation, I often miss my life in Korea. I miss my kind professors
and friends who I played and learned with, and I also miss my Inha University.” said Professor Li Shunnv.
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Alumni Talk

B Y: H A S A N

I am Burak Ozturk, I got my Bachelor ’s degree from
the Department of Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering at Istanbul Technical University (ITU) in
2012. After I graduated from ITU, I decided to have
master ’s degree in Asia, the reason why I chose
Asia is because Asian countries are more
developed in the field of shipbuilding industry
compared to other countries. I decided to apply in
Inha University because of researcher support,
facilities and full tuition fee waiver scholarship.
When I got full Jungseok scholarship, I joined the
Production Engineering and Design Laboratory. I
had a really great time in this laboratory. My
laboratory mates and my supervisor Prof. Lee Jang
Hyun were really helpful to me; It wouldn’t be a
dream come true if it was not for them.
Inha University was a good choice for my social life,
thanks to the diverse culture in Inha. I worked as an
Inha Student Ambassador to represent my country
in 2014. By joining this team of ambassadors, I
learned many things such as interacting with
different countries and backgrounds. It also helped with my business life. It was a good
opportunity which was provided by the Graduate School. It is a good platform to showcase
my country, to help and assist students when it comes to admission, and to provide
information about the university and student life. After I have gotten my Master degree, I
went back to Turkey. Because of that I didn’t experience any trouble at finding a job, having
this degree from Korea helped me so much in the recruitment. Currently, I am working at
Caterpillar Company in Izmir Turkey.
I am thankful to the people who made my stay memorable. Especially to my laboratory
friends, Dr. Se Yun Hwang and Prof. Lee Jang Hyun who helped me numerous times and made
me feel like Korea was my home. Although I finish my master ’s and came back to Turkey, I will
always remember the people who were there with me in and they will be forever in my heart.
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INHA FACILITIES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

The most underrated “Gem”
BY: VA LI J ON T U R A KU LOV (PH D, I N T E R N AT I ON A L T R A D E )

In our previous Newsletters, we have introduced many amazing facilities of Inha University, such as
admission alarm function, student union, prayer and meditation rooms, on-campus medical health care
center, on-campus dormitory, global dragon center, Inha official app and others for international students
can enjoy.
A FACILITY THAT SAVES YOUR MONEY (MORE THAN $200)
As a student, what we need the most is a laptop. A laptop without an operating system and writing
software can be considered as television. However, an operating system and writing software are always
burdensome for students whose (usually) income comes from part-time. Do not worry! You can get them for
free (yes, they are FREE!) if you are an Inhanian.

Windows 10 Edu:
Please, follow the steps:
- https://inha.onthehub.com/ (the website is not fully in English. You can use “Google Website
Translator” for English)
- Register (You should register with your Inha email address: xxxxxxx@inha.edu)
- After you log-in, search for “Windows Edu”
- After the result come out, please, add it to your
shopping cart.
- Then, go to your shopping cart and hit the
“Check-out” button. Do not worry, since the Windows 10
Edu key is free for you, the system will soon show you the
key.
- Enter the key while you are installing the new Windows
10 OS or enter the key by clicking “Change the product key” in your (unlicensed) Windows 10.
- Congrats! Now you are a licensed-Windows 10 user!
Note: You should enter the key within 7 days after you “Check-out”.

OFFICE 365 (WORD, POWERPOINT, EXCEL, AND OTHERS):
- Go to www.portal.inha.ac.kr ,
- Log in with your ID
- Find “office 365” in the left bottom corner.
- Click on it.
- Now register with your Inha ID and email.
- Download the software and install it on your laptop. Enjoy!
You may get other important software for free or for a cheap
price and if you want to learn more, you can explore more by
visiting this website: https://inha.onthehub.com/
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Inha Events

By: Ranjah Muhannad Tanveer Ahmed

Inha Graduate School students participated in the 2019 Field Trip by visiting the Korean Folk Village.
International students coming from all over the world participated in this field trip and were able to
enhance their understanding of the history and craftsmanship of the people of Korea. The folk village visit
had a huge impact in the minds of the students of how disguised are the comforts of the modern world.
Though things can be more accessible and faster in this day and age, people have been becoming more
distant from their culture due to the advancement of technology. We should try and involve ourselves
with our tradition. Embrace our culture so we could preserve it and later on, pass it onto the next
generation.
Inha University is a place where students can not only have interactive fun but also learn knowledge at
the same time. Inha facilitates a supportive environment for students, faculty, and staff so that they can
experience fun during the ride in achieving their goals. One of the various events that were conducted in
2019 was the “Inha Music Festival”. It was an amazing three-day festival that gave students a time to
leave the books behind and they were able to enjoy delicious street food and music starring famous
Korean singers including PSY, famous for “Gangnam Style” which has 3.5 billion YouTube views.
During the fall semester, “Cultural Representation of Multiple Countries Event” is one of the very interactive
activities that were held in Inha University. Wherein, the ambassadors of Peru, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Egypt, and China were able to showcase their country and their diverse culture. This activity did not only
educate students about the cultures but also they were able to share the history, ethics, norms and
amazing traditions of each country.
The above mentioned activities was conducted and sponsored by Inha University. Events like these will
help the international students inculcate inquisitiveness which can lead to understanding and
exchanging of cultures, sharing the joy of learning, and achieving goals with the people you love.
19

Student Life

Written by: Josephine Jessica Kusi and VJ

Almost three years ago, we enrolled in Inha University as graduate students and life has never been the
same since. From a good graduate-school life experience, meeting and making new friends and also
acquiring knowledge, through it all, Inha University makes student-life quite an adventure. Studying in Inha
is always like a new beginning for everyone since one has to learn and re-learn how to adapt to lots of new
things (people, food, places) around. As business administration students, most of our school work is taught
and research based. In light of this, we can confidently say that our research skills have become a lot better
than it was before.
Being in Inha University has many specs, not only is the school work fun and exciting, there are so many
beautiful places in and around the university where one can visit to enjoy sightseeing and eat delicious local
cuisines as well. There are lots of interesting places like the traditional village and Nami Island near Incheon
where one can visit for recreational and relaxation purposes. The graduate school also has these trips they
organize for all international students to places of interests that are far from the university and Inchaeon.
With all the nice restaurants aound the school, hanging out with friends after a long day usually means a
time of eating delicious foods and having a great time together. The interesting thing to note about the
restaurants around the university is that, there are both Korean and international restaurants. Talk about
Indian, Vietnamese, Japanese, Chinese, etc. If you are someone who loves to cook your own dishes, the
markets close to the area where the university is in, provides all the freshest ingredients you would need. The
richness in food choices and quality in life makes us forget t homesickness.
Inha University also provides other facilities that helps to strengthen our muscles and keep us healthy. Take
for instance, the gym and sports yard for Inha students to play many types of sports including football,
tennis, basketball, …. Even for those who prefer soft sports like badminton and such, a public badminton
courts near Inha University (Figure 5) makes their wish come true. All facilities in our lovely university are for
free, one does not need to worry about the finacial burden.
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Students Ambassdor who published “Inha Global Messenger”
are graduted students from various countries. They represent
their home countries in Inha and represent Inha in their Home
countries. They play key roles to promote Inha abroad and to
enrich campus international student society.

Kakani Vijay
India

Wang Yuan
China

Ph.D Information and
Communication Engineering

Integrated, Korean Language
Education

Jullianny Bayarone Batres
Gonzalez
El Salvador

Turakulov Valijon
Uzbekistan

Ph.D Education

Khan Ferdous Ahmed
Bangladesh
Integrated, Consumer and Child
Studies

Sakulrat Mankhong
Thailand
Ph. D Medicine

Ph.D Program Science for FTA
Policy and Business Consulting

Carmen Patricia Chavez
Paredes
Peru
Master, Visual Communication
and Design

Camuz Hasan Huseyin
Turkey
Master, Naval Architecture and
Ocean Engineering
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Xia Xinxin
China

Rupesh Kandel
Nepal

Ph.D Korean Language
Education

Ph. D Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering

Nguyen Le Viet
Vietnam

Josephine Jessica Kusi
Ghana

Integrated Energy Resource
Engineering

Master Business Administration

Lloyds Corazon Guadilla
Philippines

Ranjah Muhammad
Tanveer Ahmed
Pakistan

Integrated, Medicine

Integrated, Mechanical
Engineering

Afrireksa Bop Duana
Indonesia
Integrated, Energy Resource
Engineering

SPECIAL MESSAGES TO ALUMNI
1. If you need any certificates about your academic records at Inha University, you can access Internet
Certificate Issuing System http://certpia.inha.ac.kr or apply for the postal service of certificate
issuance. For details, visit
http://eng.inha.ac.kr/mbshome/mbs/eng/subview.do?id=eng_050601000000
2. Promote 2021 GKS selection, Jungseok International Scholarship and Global Vision Scholarship Program
to many excellent international students in your country.
2021 GKS(Global Korea Scholarship) RECOMMENDATION(UNIVERSITY TRACK)
- Number of students for 2021 GKS recommendation: Max. 20 students from Inha Univ. to NIIED.
- How to apply: Submit required documents to the graduate school office by postal mail (DHL, Fedex, etc)
- Due Date: from middle of February to beginning of March, 2020
- Scholarship Period: 1 year of Korean language learning program + 2 years for master’s degree/3 years
for Doctoral degree.
- Scholarship Amount: Full financial support including tuition fees and monthly allowances
(KRW 900,000), etc.
- For details of GKS recommendation, visit the graduate school website(gradeng.inha.ac.kr) and check
the Notices Board.
- Contact Point: jinny@inha.ac.kr, graduate@inha.ac.kr
2020 Fall Jungseok International Scholarship
- Application period: From middle of October
- How to apply: Submit required documents to the graduate school office by postal mail (DHL, Fedex, etc)
during application period.
- Scholarship Period: 2 years for Master’s degree / 3 years for Doctoral degree. (Only when students keep
their CGPA on 3.75 or above)
- Scholarship Amount: 70% tuition fee waive for language level TOPIK 5~6 or TOEFL 92(IBT), 50% tuition fee
waive for language level TOPIK 4 or TOEFL 78, 30% tuition fee waive for language level TOPIK 3 or TOEFL
71.
2020 Fall Global Vision Scholarship
- Application period: From middle of October
- How to apply: Submit required documents to the graduate school office by postal mail (DHL, Fedex, etc)
during application period.
- Eligibility: Only who get recommendation from advisor can be candidates of this scholarship
(Master can apply for this scholarship only by advisor less than 3 years of employment at INHA)
- Scholarship Period: 2 years for Master’s degree / 3 years for Doctoral degree. (Only when students keep
their CGPA on 3.75 or above)
- Scholarship Amount: 100% tuition fee waive.
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